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Picture credits - Suzuki. Submit more pictures. Discuss this bike Rate this motorbike This bike's
rating 1 review available Write a review Sell this motorcycle Such bikes for sale Insurance
quotes Finance options Tip a friend List related bikes. Pictures, trademarks and logos of third
parties are the exclusive property of the respective owners. Technical specifications are subject
to change without notice. This web uses cookies. About Bikez. Advertise products. Contact
Bikez. Privacy policy. Motorcycle catalogue and Motorcycle classifieds. More pictures The
Boulevard S40 adds a shot of advanced Suzuki technology to this timeless design to create a
bike that combines exciting performance with rock-solid reliability. Compare with any other
bike. Displacement :. Compression :. Bore x stroke :. Front suspension :. Rear suspension :.
Wheelbase :. Compare US insurance quotes from the nation's top providers. Compare US
motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's top providers. Ships to most countries. Also check
out our overview of motorcycle webshops at Bikez. Join the 06 Suzuki Boulevard S40
discussion group or the general Suzuki discussion group. List related bikes for comparison of
specs. Discussions for every bike Bikez has discussion forums for every bike. View comments,
questions and answers at the Suzuki Boulevard S40 discussion group. You can sign up for
e-mail notifications when other riders answer you. If you have extensive experience with the
MC, please send us a review. If you consider buying this bike, you should view the list of related
motorbikes Look at photos. Compare technical specs. And check out the rating of the bike's
engine performance, reliability, repair costs, etc. You can compare the rating with other bikes.
Rating sample for this Suzuki bike. Reliability for the Suzuki Boulevard S You can also compare
bikes. The mainframe is the same in both models, but the material used on the big brother was.
An exhaust tuning valve had been mounted inside the exhaust pipe. Using a servo the system
dynamically adjusted the exhaust backpressure, according to engine speed, throttle position,
and gear selection for increased torque, lower emissions, and decreased noiseâ€”the stock
exhaust noise of the GSX-R is notably lower than that of the GSX-R The model carried over to
with minimal changes. The manual fast-idle was replaced with a computer operated
implementation the "STV servo". New colors, and new GSXR stickers. After the GSX-R had been
three years on the roads and race tracks, Suzuki put out a new version of the model in late
September Suzuki engineers had been working on the three things that made a fast bike faster;
weight, power, and handling. The year's GSX-R was improved in all three counts. The physical
dimensions of the bike were almost identical to the previous year's model. The seat height and
the overall height were somewhat lower but the geometry of the bike was exactly the same as
before. The already rigid aluminum alloy frame was newly designed and enforced with internal
ribs, also there was an updated headlight and tail fairing. The frame, as well as the wheels, were
now coated black. The front brakes were also new. Suzuki decided to drop the six-piston
calipers. Though smaller, Suzuki claimed that the new brakes provide better stopping and
turn-in performance. The new design was very much inspired by the look of the Hayabusa. The
instruments were also redesigned. The entire exhaust system was now made of titanium to save
an additional 1. The model year GSX-R had a redesigned engine and chassis. It had 4. It had a
totally new frame reducing the total length of the bike by 1. The new titanium silencer catalytic
in Europe was said to be designed to reduce turbulence to minimum. This weight reduction
came at a cost of durability issues with the models experiencing frame cracking. The model
carried over to without any significant improvements other than a few appearance changes. To
counter this weight increase, Suzuki claimed improved aerodynamics along with a faster
revving engine and larger throttle body. Although not a completely new model, the engine and
chassis have been updated. It also featured three different engine mapping configurations,
selectable via two buttons located on the right handlebar. It also received a hydraulic clutch.
The model, introduced to reporters at EICMA in late , had a significantly redesigned engine the
first since the last engine update on the model. This new engine has a higher RPM limit and no
balancer shaft to quell vibration, also a mechanical variable valve timing used for ten years by
Suzuki in MotoGP and drive by wire throttle. Another first for any GSX-R is the use of a fuel
gauge on this model. Specifications are horsepower at 13, rpm claimed , From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. Retrieved October 4, Archived from the original on November 26, Sport
Rider. August 23, Retrieved June 15, July 26, Suzuki motorcycles timeline present. Categories :
Suzuki motorcycles Sport bikes Motorcycles introduced in Hidden categories: All articles with
unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from October Commons category
link is on Wikidata Articles with Curlie links. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View
history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF
Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Sportbike [1]. GW Inazuma. GSX Impulse. GS E F. GSF
S Bandit. GSF Bandit. SV S. SV A. TL S. TL R. GSX F Katana. GSX R Hayabusa. RF R. GSX F. VL
Volusia. Boulevard C50 T C B. VL Intruder LC. Boulevard C90 T. Boulevard CR T. LS Savage.
Boulevard S VZ Marauder. Boulevard M Boulevard MR. TS Series. VanVan DR SE Trojan. DR S.

DR SE. XF Freewind. DL V-Strom DR-Z L. RGV Gamma. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. More about the Aerio. Overview Most Popular. SX Premium 4dr Wagon 2. Starting
MSRP. Drivetrain Drive type Front wheel drive Transmission 4-speed automatic. Fuel tank
capacity Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 2. Power Feature 1 one-touch power
windows yes Power mirrors yes remote keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes.
Instrumentation low fuel level warning yes clock yes external temperature display yes
tachometer yes. Front Seat Dimensions Front head room Front leg room Rear Seat Dimensions
Rear head room Rear hip Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Front track
Maximum cargo capacity Length Curb weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Height EPA
interior volume Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to the Aerio. Suspension
four-wheel independent suspension yes MacPherson strut rear suspension yes MacPherson
strut front suspension yes. Warranty Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 7 yr. Rust 3 yr. Roadside 3 yr. See
Aerio Inventory. Sign Up. Black, cloth. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. I took a trip to Key West with a
family of four and was very comfortable. I was pleasantly surprized at how quiet it rides. The
interior with the woodgrain makes it look more expensive than what it is. I bought the
5-passengers model because I liked and wanted all the storage space. It's amazing how much it
will hold. I have had numerous compliments on how nice it looks. I'm lovin' mine. I recently
purchased my Suzuki XL-7 to pull my boat and move large items. I never owned an SUV before
and was reluctant at first. However, after doing my research, I found the XL-7 to be the best buy
on the market. It feels big yet is very responsive and easy to park in the city. It pulled my boat
with plenty of power to spare. I love the fit and finish and it compared well to my Honda when it
comes to quality and workmanship. I love the XL-7, it surpassed my expectations hands down.
Vehicle mostly used for short trips averaging under 10 miles averaging 20 mpg but around 26
mpg on the long range 65 mph or faster trips. The car has excellent fit and finish, nice interior,
decent sound system car is intermediate not premium trim package but cloth seats are fairly
comfortable. We have had no none, nada! Car was a rental for the first year of its life so we have
been pleasantly surprised at its reliability since we bought it at miles. Excellent paint job, rubber
door trim and doors close with a nice solid thump! V-6 engine very quiet once warmed up. The
XL7 sounds and drives like a truck--worse than a car or minivan. Poor acceleration and gas
mileage, averaging a paltry 17 city, 20 hwy. But so far, it has been bulletproof in terms of
reliability at 72K miles. No problems whatsoever. With kids 11, 8, 7, we can still shoehorn
auto gearbox oil change
mercedes benz hampton
2014 toyota camry repair manual
of them in the fold-down 3rd row. Long trips we flip down 1 side of 3rd row and take plenty of
luggage. Vehicle is horrible in snow. Needs quality snow tires in winter. Buy a 4x4. Missing
minivan, but XL7 is next best.. We've had our fully loaded XL7 for a year and a half and only had
to replace the alternator. It drives great, has plenty of power and handles well. I can't wait to try

out the 4WD in the snow We are a pretty tall family of four and room is sometimes an issue but
having taken it on several long distance trips, it suits our needs well. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the XL View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all
for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Cons interior comfort fuel
efficiency climate control warranty sound system acceleration lights brakes off-roading. Give it
a chance! XL7 may work for you. Items per page:. Write a review See all XL-7s for sale.
Sponsored cars related to the XL Sign Up.

